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Monday, July 29, 2019
At approximately 12:25 PM, officers conducted a traffic stop in the 1400 block of
Willow Lane for a moving violation. Officers arrested Gael A. Aguilar-Escorza, male,
age 27, of 1412 Carriage Lane, Westmont, for aggravated driving under the influence
and obstructing justice. He was transported to Dupage County Jail for a bond hearing.
(19-9957)
It was reported, an unknown offender(s) stole a brown leather wallet from a business
located in the 300 block of North Cass Avenue. The loss is $30. (19-9958)
At approximately 1:18 PM, officers responded to the 400 block of South Cass Avenue
for a motor vehicle accident. Officers arrested Armando T. Viramontes, male, age 21,
of 1444 Carriage Lane, Westmont, for failure to reduce speed to avoid an accident,
driving without a valid license and revoked registration. He was released on his own
recognizance. (19-9960)
It was reported, an unknown offender(s) removed currency from an unattended wallet
located at a business in the 0-100 block of East Ogden Avenue. The loss is $60.
(19-9959)
It was reported at approximately 11:15 PM, unknown offenders stole storage
containers from a business located in the 100 block of West 63rd Street. The loss is
$200. (19-9962)

Tuesday, July 30, 2019
At approximately 3:55 AM, officers conducted a traffic stop in the 0-100 block of East
Ogden Avenue for a moving violation. Officers arrested Faustino Gonzalez Becerill,
male, age 41, of 285 North Richmond Avenue, Clarendon Hills, for driving without a
valid license. He was cited for illegally stopping in the roadway. He was released on
his own recognizance. (19-9963)
At approximately 5:10 AM, officers conducted a traffic stop in the 200 block of East
Traube Avenue for a moving violation. Officers arrested Devin J. Petersen, male, age
22,  804 Eletson Drive, Crystal Lake, for driving under the influence. He was cited for
disobeying a stop sign and driving with a revoked license. He was released on his own
recognizance. (19-9964)
At approximately 8:12 AM, an officer conducted a traffic stop in the 200 block of West
Ogden Avenue for a moving violation. Officers arrested Odalis Marrufo, female, age
21, 2014 West Oakley Drive, Westmont, for driving without a valid license. She was
cited for speeding and no insurance. She was released on her own recognizance.
(19-9965)
At approximately 12:10 PM, officers conducted a traffic stop in the 0-100 block of West
63rd Street for a registration violation. Officers arrested Thomas J. Lally, male, age 27,
of 6801 Stewart Drive, Willowbrook, for driving with a revoked license. He was cited
for expired registration and no insurance. He also had a warrant for failure to appear
on a driving under the influence charge out of McDonough County. He posted 10% of
$10,000 for the warrant and was released. (19-9966)

Wednesday, July 31, 2019
Nothing to report.

Thursday, August 1, 2019
Nothing to report.

Friday, August 2, 2019
At approximately 11:22 AM, officers conducted a traffic stop in the 1200 block of South
Williams Street for a moving violation. Officers arrested Natasha Laye, female, age 31,
of 7626 South Drexel Avenue, Chicago, for driving with a suspended license. She was
cited for disobeying a stop sign and no insurance. She was released on her own
recognizance. (19-9974)

Saturday, August 3, 2019
Nothing to report.

Sunday, August 4, 2019
Nothing to report.

NOTE: IN ALL INCIDENTS WHERE AN ARREST OCCURRED, A CHARGE IS MERELY AN
ACCUSATION AND THE ARRESTED PERSON IS PRESUMED INNOCENT UNLESS
PROVEN GUILTY.
###

